1. THE NEXT GREAT LEADER
The Next Great Leader event is an emerging CEO's Masterclass, crafted
for high-potential young business and corporate executives with
established interest in Entrepreneurship who seek to build businesses
that can create jobs, increase incomes, reduce poverty and make the
world a better place.
It features as speakers an array of highly successful business leaders who
have mastered the art and science of C-Suite Leadership.
It starts with the emerging CEOs breakfast meeting and breaks into an
academic session and concludes with a mentorship class.

2. MELT
The Management, Entrepreneurship, Leadership Training (MELT) is
design to produce a elite group of business leaders who can lead change,
drive innovation and solve complex problems.
Module 1: Management
Every leader needs strategic management skills to lead change, drive
innovation & grow organisations. This programme is intended to
develop strategic management skills of young leaders.
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Module 2: Entrepreneurship
This is a social enterprise programme that seeks to develop a new
generation of social entrepreneurs who can create jobs, increase incomes
and reduce poverty

Module 3: Leadership
This leadership potential management programme seeks to discover,
develop and deploy a new generation of servant leaders educated to
global standards who can lead innovation.

Module 4: Training
This training comprises 120hours of learning including 40hours of
guided learning plus 60hours of group work, group presentation,
takehome assignment and books and journal reviews.

3. (GLAD)

The Governance and Leadership for Africa’s Development (GLAD) is
composed of four main courses, mainly; Governance, Leadership, Africa
and Development.
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Module 1: Governance
This course will review the origin and background of the concept of
governance and the critical analysis of the concept of good governance
and its correlation with democratic stability, economic growth and
development

Module 2: Leadership
Exercising leadership in politics is an art and a skill on its own. The goal
of this course is to provide a better understanding of those arts and skills,
and to assess their proper role in a development oriented democratic
political system.
Module 3: Development
This course is set out to understand and analyse the processes that are
transforming people’s lives around the world and how it can be applied
in Africa. Participants will study key development issues and ideas, and
develop skills to help solve development problems. .
Module 4: Africa
This is a diagnostic course that aims at identifying and finding solutions
to Africa's numerous problems and developmental issues. Including
corruption, war, disease, poverty and Public health difficulties.
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4. (CLAP)

Christian Leadership Advancement Programme (CLAP) is composed of
four main modules, mainly; pastoral leadership development course, the
lay leaders course, youth in leadership programme & women in ministry
course.

Module 1: Pastoral Leadership Development Programme
The programme seeks to keep Pastors abreast with the 21 Century
Knowledge Revolution by providing cutting-edge contemporary
leadership programmes designed to complement bible school education.

Module 2: The Lay Leaders Programme
The programme is intended to build the leadership competence of nonpastoral leaders in church including elders, deacons, administrators &
church workers.
Module 3: Youth In Leadership Programme
This is a young leader’s programme designed to equip and provide
strategic leadership development training for youth leaders.

Module 4: Women In Ministry Programme
The programme is intended to develop the leadership potential of
women in ministry
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